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1. JOURNEY STEP BY STEP 

 

Day 16/05  Porto – Barcelos (24 km) 

Porto - Viso de Cima – Custóias – Recarei – Araújo – Moreira – EN107 – N13 – N306 - Vilarinho 

 
Figure 1- Journey Porto - Vilarinho 

Vilarinho– N306 – Ladainhas – Barros – N306 – Fontainhas – N306 – Barcelos 

 
Figure 2 - Journey Vilarinho - Barcelos 
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Day 17/05   Barcelos – Ponte de Lima (30 km) 

Barcelos – N204 – N203 – Ponte de Lima 

 
Figure 3- Journey Barcelos - Ponte de Lima 

 

Day 18/05   Ponte de Lima – Valença (38 km) 
 

Ponte Lima – N203 – N201 – (Direction Arcozelo) – Cerdal – N11-2 – Vilar de Lamas - Valença 

 
Figure 4- Journey Ponte de Lima - Valença 
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Day 19/05 Morning   Valença – Redondela (23 km)  

Valença - Tui – A Madalena – Ribadelouro – O porriño – Vilar de Infesta – Redondela 

 
Figure 5 - Journey Valença - Redondela 

 
Figure 6 - O Porriño - Tui stage side view 

 
Figure 7 - Tui - Redondela stage side view 
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Day 19/05 Afternoon  Redondela – Pontevedra (16 km) 

Redondela  - Setefontes – Arcade – San Paio – A Canicouva – Santa Marta – Pontevedra 

 
Figure 8 - Journey Redondela - Pontevedra 

 
Figure 9 - Redondela - Pontevedra stage side view 
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Day 20/05   Pontevedra – Caldas Reis (23 km) – Padrón (19km) 
 

Pontevedra – Pontecabras – Alba – Reiriz – Lombao de Maceira – San Mauro – Ponte Balbón – O Ameal – Tivo – 

Caldas de Reis 

 

 
Figure 10 - Journey Pontevedra - Calda de Reis 

 

 
Figure 11 - Pontevedra - Caldas de Reis stage side view 
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Caldas dos Reis – Bermaña – Santa María de Carracedo – Eirigo – O Pino – San Miguel de Valga – Infesta - Padrón 

 

 
Figure 12 - Journey Calda de Reis – Padrón 

 
Figure 13 - Caldas de Reis -Padrón stage side view 
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Day 21/05   Padrón – Santiago de Compostela (23 km) 

Pádron – Iria Flavia – A Escravitude – O Milladoiro – A Rocha Vella- Santiago de Compostela 

 

Figure 14 – Journey Padrón Santiago de Compostela 

 
Figura 1 - Padrón - Santiago Compostela stage side view 
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2. ADVICES FOR THE TRIP 

One of the most important things during the journey is hydration. Isotonic drinks are good but normal 

water serves perfectly. It is strongly recommended to take 1 can per journey. It is better to drink little zips 

during the journey rather than drink all at once. 

In terms of food it is better to eat a good breakfast, then at 

lunch some sandwiches and fruit and finally a good meal in 

the evening. Is advised to have an early dinner in order to 

rest conveniently. During the journey is convenient to take 

some chocolate bars.  

The weight is a very important issue. The fewer things you 

take the easier will be to do each stage.  

You have to be very conservative in terms of rhythms and cadences of cycling. Reserve always energy, 

because the path is wide.  

Please do not throw trash away to the road. Pilgrims are very civilized and educated people that make this 

route an example to follow in everyday life.  

3. ACCOMMODATION 

3.1. Porto 
Sports Pavilion in Oporto.  

3.2. Barcelos 
Hostel for Pilgrims – Casa de Saúde de São João de Deus. With dorms for girls and boys. 

3.3. Ponte de Lima 
Environmental Interpretation Center -  Quinta de Pentieiros. With dorm for boys and other 

for girls. 

3.4. Valença 
Hostel for Pilgrims  - São Teotónio Hostel. With dorm for boys and other for girls. 

3.5. Pontevedra 
Hostel for Pilgrims – Hostel Virgen Peregrina and Bao. With dorms for girls and boys. 

3.6. Padrón 
Sports Pavilion in Padrón. 

3.7. Santiago de Compostela 
Hostel Monte do Gozo. With dorms for girls and boys. 

3.8. Porto (last night) 
Sports Pavilion in Oporto.  
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4. TOURISTIC INFORMATION 

 

4.1. PORTO 

Capital and gateway to the north of Portugal, Porto is both the city that provided a nation with a name and 

a fortified wine known world-wide: port.  

With its splendid geographical location on the mouth of the river Douro and an architectural heritage of 

exceptional quality, the historic centre of Porto was declared UNESCO World Heritage in 1996. Porto is the 

capital of the North and the second largest city in 

the country; its hard-working inhabitants are noted 

for their commercial enterprise, always standing 

firm against outside impositions and foreign 

invaders, which explains why Porto has become 

known as the «unvanquished» city.  

In addition to its history, any visitor to Porto will be 

quickly impressed by the forceful character both of 

the city and its inhabitants.  

If you want to get to know the city better, we 

recommend a gentle stroll through its streets, taking time to admire the typical granite houses and 

monuments, enjoying a tram ride along the banks of the river, or even going for a boat ride under the city´s 

six bridges, from where you can enjoy an entirely different view of the city. These itineraries seek to 

demonstrate the impressive contrasts this city has to offer. The "Baixa (Downtown)" of Porto, with all the 

rhythms of city life, its movement and intense retailing. There is a very peculiar expression which bestows 

a Nordic, mercantile tone onto a city that is both spiritually and intensely baroque. In sharp contrast, in the 

Serralves Park, there is the sheer modernity of the building housing the Museum of Contemporary Art, and 

the romantic, soothing surroundings of the surrounding leafy park. 

Tourist Office 

Address: Rua Clube dos Fenianos, 25 4000-172 Porto  
Telephone: +351 22 339 34 70 

 

4.2. Barcelos 

After crossing the old bridge over the River 

Cávado, we enter into one of the most emblematic 

cities of popular Minho art, Barcelos.Is an ancient 

city, situated in an area that has archaeological 

remains dating back to prehistoric times, although 

it was really in the 12th century that its history 

began, first when D. Afonso Henriques granted the 

settlement a charter and turned it into a town, and 

then later, in 1298, when D. Dinis rewarded his chief steward by making him a count and giving him the 

town as part of his title.  
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In 1385, the Constable Nuno Álvares Pereira became the seventh Count of Barcelos. He then gave Barcelos 

as a dowry in the marriage of his daughter D. Beatriz to D. Afonso, the bastard son of D. João I. There then 

followed a period of great development and dynamic growth for Barcelos, displayed by the building of the 

bridge, the city walls, of which there still remains the Torre da Porta Nova, the Paço dos Duques and the 

Igreja Matriz.  

It is these monuments that today form the city's historic centre, which still retains a pleasant mediaeval 

atmosphere and amidst which are scattered manor houses and other historic residences, such as the Solar 

dos Pinheiros or the Constable´s House.  

A stroll around Barcelos must necessarily include the old fairground, now known as the Campo da 

República, where you will find the 18th-century churches of Bom Jesus da Cruz and Nossa Senhora do 

Terço and where Portugal's largest handicraft fair is held every Thursday. If you miss the weekly market, 

you should definitely visit the Ceramics Museum and Barcelos Handicraft Centre, where you can get a good 

general view of Minho arts and crafts. The brightly-coloured Barcelos Cock is the most representative of all 

the pieces produced here, but one should not forget the brass bands and the figures depicting the region´s 

customs and habits. 

Tourist Office  

Address: Largo Dr. José Novais, 8 4750-310 Barcelos  
Telephone: +351 253 811 882 
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4.3. Ponte de Lima 
 

 The Roman bridge that gave its name to this very 

ancient and very beautiful town, which received its 

first charter in 1125 from D. Teresa, the mother of 

the first king of Portugal (a number of years before 

the foundation of the kingdom).  

In the centre of a rich farming region, where the 

famous vinho verde is produced. the greatest 

number of manor houses and palaces are to be 

found, many of them offering accommodation to tourists under the system of Turismo de Habitação.  

Every fortnight, this traditional town is brought to life when a huge and lively fair that dates back to the 

Middle Ages is held on the banks of the river. This same stretch of sand is also the site for another 

traditional event held in June, known as the "Vaca das Cordas" (when ropes are tied around the horns of a 

bull, which is then led onto the sand to "fight" with the local population). In September, the town once 

again bursts into life with the jolly event known as the Feiras Novas (New Fairs). This is the town festival, 

which includes a huge market, fireworks, a funfair, carnival costumes and a brass band competition. 

Tourist Office  

Address: Paço do Marquês, 4990-063 Ponte de Lima  
Telephone: +351 258 942 335 
 

4.4. Valença 

 

Standing on the border with Spain and overlooking 

the River Minho, Valença is surrounded by walls 

and displays all the characteristic features of a 

town that was fortified in the seventeenth century 

in the style of the French military architect, 

Vauban.  

Its first name was "Contrasta", which referred to a 

village standing opposite another one and was 

clearly a reference to its position directly across the 

River Minho from the Galician town of Tui.  

Today, it is a city with a flourishing trade, in which some of the most popularly sought after items are the 

pieces produced by the local craftsmen. 

Tourist Office  

Address: Paiol do Campo de Marte 4930-677 Valença do Minho 
Telephone: +351 251 823 374 
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4.5. Pontevedra 

Called Ad Duos Pontes by the Romans, Pontevedra has over the centuries adopted a character profoundly 

marked by the sea, as demonstrated by the shipyards, fishing port and the city's intense commercial 

actvitity.The original settlement emerged at the confluence of the river Lérez and the Pontevedra estuary 

as a walled enclosure of cobbled streets and small secluded squares, some of them arcaded. Situated at 

the centre of the historic quarter is the Plaza de España and the City Hall, an eclectic building constructed 

in the 19th century. Its main façade is defined by four pairs of columns and the frontons above the doors, as 

well as the balcony and the clock.  

Extending opposite this building is the so-called 

Alameda, a wide avenue lined by grand civic 

buildings such as the Diputación (provincial 

government), the 19th-century façade of which 

contrasts with the medieval ruins of the convent of 

Santo Domingo. This 14th-century complex has 

National Monument status. One of the sites of the 

Provincial Museum, this enclave houses 

architectural elements of various origins, such as 

Romanesque and Gothic capitals, gravestones and sarcophagi.  

Another place of interest in the old Pontevedra is the so-called Sanctuary of the Pilgrim (18th century), 

which preserves the image of the city's patron saint. The work of the Portuguese architect Antonio Souto, 

it has an almost circular ground plan and a Baroque façade with several 18th-century Neoclassical 

additions. Situated opposite this church is the traditional Plaza de la Ferrería, which is surrounded by 

important buildings such as the church and convent of San Francisco, constructed in the late pointed style 

between the 14th and 15th centuries. Based on a Latin-cross ground plan with a sanctuary and three apses, 

it contains several medieval sarcophagi. 

The Provincial Museum of Pontevedra, one of the largest in Galicia, merits special consideration. Its 

collection is distributed amongst the ruins of St Dominic and another four buildings overlooking the Plaza 

de la Leña. The main exhibits are the large collection of medieval art and Spanish and European paintings 

from the 16th to the 18th centuries, and a selection of works of popular art by Galician artists.  

A tour of Pontevedra takes in typical shopping streets named after specific guilds and granite squares such 

as the Plaza del Teucro, Plaza de Cinco Calles and the Plaza de la Verdura, finally arriving at the basilica of 

Santa María. Constructed during the 16th century by the guild of sailors, this grand Renaissance church 

displays great sophistication in its forms. Hence, the interior of the building boasts a nave and two lateral 

aisles covered by rib-vaults and a series of lateral chapels. The outstanding feature of the exterior is the 

main façade, the work of Cornelis de Holanda and Juan Nobre. All of this combines to produce one of the 

jewels of Galician art.  

Gastronomy and the Outskirts  
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The deeply-rooted maritime tradition of Pontevedra and the nearby ports has resulted in a type of cuisine 

largely based on fresh fish and seafood. Typical dishes include oysters and mussels, as well as cockle and 

sardine pies. Another option is to try the excellent fresh-water fish, the best of which are the trout, salmon 

and, especially, the lamprey. Wines with the Rías Baixas Label Guarantee make an excellent 

accompaniment to any of these dishes. 

The province of Pontevedra contains two of Galicia's most important protected spaces. One of the finest is 

the National Park of the Atlantic Islands, which encompasses the Cíes Isles, as well as the isles of Ons, 

Cortegada and Sálvora. Fringed by sheer cliffs and sandy beaches, their coasts are the home of thousands 

of migratory birds. The wealth not only of the wildlife and flora but also of the sea bottom constitutes an 

ecosystem of inestimable ecological merit. 

The Nature Reserve of Monte Aloia in the Serra do Galiñeiro mountain range boasts archaeological 

remains of great merit, whilst its highest point affords spectacular views over the Miño valley. 

The Pontevedra coastline is formed by the Rías Baixas, which are 

dotted with picturesque fishing villages and highly attractive 

towns such as Sanxenxo, Vilagarcía de Arousa, O Grove and the 

island of A Toxa. 

Pontevedra and its province offer a wide range of hotel 

accommodation. Situated inside the historic quarter of the city is 

the 16th-century &quot;Casa do Barón&quot; a 

&quot;pazo&quot;, or Galician country house, now functioning as 

a parador. Opposite the Arousa estuary, at the heart of the Rías 

Baixas, is the Parador de Cambados, housed in the old &quot;Pazo 

de Batán Barón&quot; (17th century). One of the finest in terms of 

location is the Parador de Baiona, a walled fortress on the 

Monterreal peninsula. Finally, the Parador de Tui is a reproduction 

of a traditional Galician &quot;pazo&quot; in this historical town 

on the Portuguese border. Commencing in Portugal, the Camino del Norte (northern road) of the ruta 

jacobea (pilgrim's route to Santiago de Compostela) enters Spain via Tui and crosses the province of 

Pontevedra from south to north until it reaches Santiago de Compostela. 

Tourist Office  

Adress: Calle. Gutiérrez Mellado, 1  

Telephone: +34  986 85 08 14 

 

4.6. Padrón 

Iria was an Iberian settlement, the capital the Caporos people, located in the confluence of rivers Sar and 
Ulla, and on the crossroads to Braga (Portugal) and Astorga (León). It became Iria Flavia under Titus Flavius 
Vespasianus, and it was the Episcopal See during the Middle Ages until Alfonso II of Asturias moved it to 
Compostela after the foundation of Santiago's sepulcher. 
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When the name "Padrón" became more popular, "Iria Flavia" was consigned to a small hamlet (the current 
parish).  

According to tradition, it was in Iria Flavia that Apostle Saint James first preached during his stay in 
Hispania. Soon after his death that his disciples Theodore and Athanasius brought his head and his body to 
Iria from Jerusalem in a stone boat. They moored the boat to a pedrón (Spanish for big stone), hence the 
new toponym given to the place. The two disciples remained in Iria Flavia (now Padrón) to preach after 
burying the Apostle in Compostela, and the legendary pedrón can be seen today at the parish church of 
Santiago de Padrón. 

Padrón soon became a popular passing place in the Camino 
de Santiago pilgrimage route and suffered several 
attacks in the 10th and 11th centuries by both Vikings and 
Normans. The invasion attempts decreased after the 
Torres del Oeste (West Towers) were built as protection in 
Catoira (Pontevedra) by Bishop Cresconio. This led to a 
great period of prosperity during the 12th and 13th 
centuries. 

During this period and under Archbishop Gelmírez 
(born in the West Towers) a quay was built by the Sar river 
bank. From its shipyard came the first galleys of the 
Spanish Navy. 

In 15th century, Archbishop Rodrigo de Luna moved Santiago de Compostela's Town Council to Padrón for 
two years, to fend off the influence of the Counts of Altamira. His sepulcher with a reclining sculpture can 
be found at the Iria Flavia parish church. 

Tourist Office  

Adress: Parroquia Padrón (Santiago) - Lugar Padrón - Calle Compostela,15900 - Padrón (Coruña, A) 

Telephone: +34 627210777 

 

4.7. Santiago de Compostela  

The Galician capital is synonymous with the Camino, an ancient pilgrimage route, born in the 9th century, 
that has linked the city with the rest of Europe ever since. Every year many thousands of pilgrims set out 
on foot, by bike, or even on horseback, to live this experience that combines adventure and spirituality. 
The final goal is the Cathedral in Santiago, one of the sacred cities of Christendom. This is, without a doubt, 
an unusual, unforgettable way to travel through Spain. 

In Santiago, gastronomy is an active part of the culture of the city. There is a spectacular array of 
restaurants, bars and taverns, with prices to suit every budget - quality is what they all have in common. 
Here you will eat well - and plenty. Try our regional products, especially seafood, fish and beef. These are 
flavours you will want to try again. 
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Santiago's university atmosphere is infectious with joy and 
vitality. The 33,000 students who attend the university 
each year give the city a special atmosphere. Be sure not to 
miss the nightlife in Santiago, when its pubs, bars and clubs 
open their doors. The city never sleeps. The areas of the 
city where people go out are evidence of this, with an array 
of nightspots and terrace bars for all tastes. 

Santiago has many parks and gardens. An intense green 
pervades everything, not only within the city, but also in its 
surrounding area, where mountains and forests with 

luxuriant vegetation await. They are the perfect setting for a range of sports such as hiking, fishing and 
golf. 

Tourist Office  

Adress: Rua del Villar, 43 

Telephone: +34 981 58 40 81 

 

5. USEFUL TELEPHONES  

Useful Phones – Portugal  (+351) 

General 
Emergency Telephone 112 

Ambulance North Department 22 206 50 00 

Portugal  Police 

PSP - Ponte de Lima 25 894 11 13 

PSP Porto – Divisão do Trânsito 22 339 50 19 

PSP - Vila de Conde  25 263 11 70 

GNR Valença   25 182 21 25 

GNR Ponte de Lima 25 89 00 240 

GNR Porto 22 339 96 00 

GNR Barcelos 25 383 01 80 

GNR Vila de Conde  25 264 01 60 

Fire department 

Fire department Valença   25 180 90 00 

Fire department Ponte de Lima 25 890 92 00 

Fire department Porto 22 615 18 00 

Fire department Barcelos 25 380 20 50 

Fire department Vila de Conde  25 264 06 05 

Civil Protection 
Civil Protection Porto   22 619 76 50 

Civil Protection Viana do Castelo 25 880 66 10 

Red Cross 

Red Cross Valença   25 182 69 52 

Red Cross Porto 22 600 63 53 

Red Cross Barcelos 25 382 25 70 

Red Cross Vila de Conde  22 928 69 33 
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Useful Phones – Spain  (+34) 

General 

Emergency Telephone 112 

Police Telephone 091 

Local Police Telephone 092 

Guardia Civil Telephone 062 

Help in the road Telephone 91 742 12 13 

 Emergency Telephone – SOS Galicia 112 and 900 44 42 22 

Pontevedra 

Police Pontevedra Telephone 091 and 986 85 19 72 

Pontevedra Regional Police Telephone 986 85 13 68 

Guardia Civil Pontevedra Telephone 062 and 981 16 78 00 

Civil Protection Pontevedra Telephone 986 85 25 87 

Red Cross Pontevedra Telephone 986 85 21 15 

FireDepartmant La Coruña Telephone 986 43 41 33 and 986 87 22 20 

Pontevedra Ambulances Telephone 061 and 986 85 08 23 

La Coruña 

Emergency Telephone – SOS Galicia 112 and 900 44 42 22 

Police La Coruña Telephone 091 and 981 24 11 00 

La Coruña Regional Police Telephone 981 15 34 10 

Guardia Civil La Coruña Telephone 062 and 981 63 73 51 

Civil Protection La Coruña Telephone 981 22 01 02 

Red Cross La Coruña Telephone 981 22 22 22 

FireDepartmant La Coruña Telephone 981 29 55 55 

 

6. Advised Baggage (for the participants to bring) 

Tabela 1- Checklist 

 Quantity Required Necessary Recommended Notes 

SHOES      

Comfortable sport shoes 1 x    

sandels/rest footwear 1   x  

shower slippers 1  x   

      

CLOTHING      

Cycling Shorts 1 or 2 x    

Cycling pants 1  x   

Cycling gloves 1 x    

Short Sleeve Jersey with zipper 1 or 2   x  

Anti-sweat-shirt, breathable 1   x  

Long sleeve jersey 1 x    

Fleece sweater 1  x   

Wind Tex Jacket 1   x  

Rest shirts 2  x   
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Shorts 1 x    

Swimsuit 1 x    

Underwear 3 x    

Socks 4 x    

Plastic Bags - to  keep clothes 3 x    

Neck scarf 1  x   

Hat 1 x    

Sunglasses 1  x   

      

SLEEP      

Sleeping bag 1 x    

Inflatable pillow 1 x    

Mat 1 x    

      

SUPPLEMENTS      

Reflective vest 1 x    

Penknife 1   x (don't forget the airport rules) 

Towel 1 x    

personal clean kit 1 x    

Rash ointment 1  X   

Clothespins Tweezers 4  x   

Kleenex 1 x    

      

OTHERS      

Small Backpack    x  

Identification card  x    

European health card  x    

Credit card   x   

Camera 1   x  

Bicycle lock 1 x    

Bicycle canteen 1 x    

Camelback 1   x  

 

Note: We emphasize that this is the team that basically every pilgrim must lead. Sure along the road will 

require something specific, but it will not be any problem because the road is dotted with all kinds of shops 

and pharmacies. Do not fall into the temptation of "just in case" and unnecessarily overburden and 

backpack.  
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